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on the other hand, the professional photographers feel like they have a toolset for creating their own
custom lens flares. the lens flare functions in photoshop plug-ins are very easy to use, but many
photographers lack the skills and time to create custom lens flares. that's why the knoll light factory
3.2.1 was created. it has everything you need to create your own lens flares with just a few clicks.
red giant knoll light factory 3.1 allows you to create custom lens flares by adding a new layer,
adjusting the brightness, contrast, and the background color. a personalize layer in photoshop allows
you to apply a pre-designed lens flare template to your images or video clips. the package contains
the photoshop plug-in itself as well as a complete user guide. besides, adobe photoshop can be used
to create the new layer, adjust the brightness, contrast, and background color. after creating the
new layer, red giant knoll light factory 3.2.1 will generate the lens flare effect. this plug-in can be
used both for the preparation of the images and the creation of the catalogs. the package includes a
step-by-step guide to create custom lens flares. a wide range of lens flare presets are also available
to use. it is possible to use the knoll light factory 3.2.1 to create the desired effect. instead of
creating the image or editing the video clips, the new layer is generated by the plug-in. after this,
the necessary parameters can be adjusted. red giant knoll light factory 3.1 allows you to adjust the
direction, the light source, the level of illumination, the colors, the lens luminosity and angle.
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description: knoll light factory is an easy-to-use tool for adding lens flare effects to your photos and
video. it allows you to create a wide variety of realistic-looking lens flare effects. with the help of this
tool, you can add the lens flare effect to a photo from a particular position. you can also change the

angle of the light source to create a new lens flare effect. all effects that you add with this tool
appear as a bright spot in the middle of the photo. you can apply any of the available lens flare
effects, such as soft lens flare, hard lens flare, high-contrast lens flare, off-center lens flare, and

more. you can also create unique lens flare effects and then export them to use in any image editing
or photo editing software. the user can change the intensity and position of the flares and the
intensity of the light. the user can fine tune the settings to the highest level to get the desired

results. the user can also change the intensity of the image's shadows as well as the intensity of the
light. this advanced photoshop plugin is a little bit difficult for beginners but once used it will become
easier. if you are a professional then you will have to get more skilled to make it more easier for you.

you can use this software for free and enjoy it and if you want to use it then you must have to get
this paid software. knoll light factory is a very powerful tool for photoshop. it adds lens flare effect to
make your photos look real. it feature operates in 3d space so that you can switch as quickly as the

flare can be coordinated. the lens flares including flash, ploy spike, and star filters are the most
important and useful enhancement for adobe photoshop and able to create amazing practical photo

effects. knoll light factory for photoshop comes with various effects. this feature changed and
without any complications adjusted the lighting pattern for different digital images. 5ec8ef588b
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